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Use this set of colorful cards to master pharmacology! With over 90 cartoons covering drugs and

related topics, Mosby's Pharmacology Memory NoteCards: Visual, Mnemonic, and Memory Aids for

Nurses, 4th Edition uses humor and illustrations to make studying easier and more fun. These

durable, portable cards use mnemonics and other time-tested learning aids to help you prepare for

class, clinicals, and the NCLEXÂ® examination. Created by nursing educators JoAnn Zerwekh and

Jo Carol Claborn, this unique tool may be used as either a spiral-bound notebook or as individual

flashcards. It makes studying pharmacology a memorable experience!UNIQUE! Over 90 full-color

cartoons offer humorous and memorable presentations of key drugs.UNIQUE! Color-highlighted

monographs make it easier to identify nursing priorities on common medications.UNIQUE!

Mnemonics and other time-tested memory aids help you grasp and remember even the most

complex concepts.Thick pages and a spiral-bound format create a portable tool that is durable

enough for the clinical environment.Colored thumb tabs at the bottom of the page allow you to find

topics quickly.What You Need to Know sections on each card cover key information in a quick and

easy-to-review format.Colored highlights in the What You Need to Know sections emphasize four

central topics: Serious/Life-Threatening Implications in pinkMost Frequent Side Effects are

blueImportant Nursing Implications are yellowPatient Teaching information is green NEW! 8

brand-new cards focus on antiemetics, sunscreens, prostaglandins, acetaminophen, and

more.NEW coverage highlights contemporary and timely topics on pharmacology â€• all in one

clinical tool.
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Was pretty excited to get these cards for nursing school. They are spiral bound and broken down

really well. Despite the 2 errors i found and the other guys comment about one of the drugs being

listed incorrectly in the index i would still have to say after spending some time with these cards that

they are pretty friggin awesome and I am delighted to have them.Top of page 160 it classifies

Acetaminophen (Tylenol) as a : Analgesic (Yes!), Antipyretic (Sweet!); NONSTEROIDAL

ANTIINFLAMMATORY DRUG - NSAID (NOOOO!!!)I added the caps for effect.(see attached

photo)Plus they have the max daily dosage listed at 4 g still (but in their defense so did my

classroom textbook) and according to Tylenol it's now 3 g.All in all though you'd be a fool to not buy

these if your in Nursing school.GCU Boswell spring 2015

I highly recommended this guide if your are visually learner to learn the most important information

regarding medications. Honestly this is the only way I can memorized it.Thank you

This pictorial flashcard style book is absolutely wonderful and magnificently colored. The concepts

come to life for true nclex prep in easy terminology, humor, and most importanty current nursing

knowledge. This review is an understatement to what these authors have done- it is the perfect way

to refresh your knowledge and gain more of it in easy to grasp ways. Pricy, but worth the buy for any

student just out of school. I have combined this buy with kaplan's nclex-rn 2015-2016 practice test

and strategy workbook. Result? Nclex success.

DO NOT BUY THESE! Save your money. I am a nursing student and have to memorize a lot of

individual drugs for pharmacology. I had one exam (mainly antibiotics) where this was somewhat

useful; I used about 10-15 cards that were available in this set. Ever since then, I have used maybe

3-5 cards total. They don't have a lot of the drugs that are considered "common" and most used by

our program. Sure, they aren't expensive, but you can spend your money on a better reference

product. Good luck.

I'm a visual learner, highly recommended for visuals. I bought the first edition 10 years ago . Now I

bought this one to help a friend to learn her meds and most important nursing related issues with



her patients.

This had some good info, but for what I needed, it didn't include enough of the meds. So I returned

this and bought PharmPhlash. I like it MUCH better and later bought PathoPhlash. Nursing school is

no joke :)

Way too many errors in here.ex: salmeterol is a SABA --> its a LABA!!CCB's --> it tells u that you

should monitor renal function periodically when in fact CCBS are not associated with renal failure,

ACE inhibitors are. For the ACE-i it barely makes any mention of that.Although I like the style of the

book and I still use it, its only one star b/c I have to fact-check every single thing in here.

Nice set of informational cards for nurses. Pictures and display of information make it easy to

understand, learn and remember. The fact they are joined together is a nice way to keep them

organized and all in one place. The reason for the 4 rating is I wish they were a little bit bigger.
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